Abstract. How universities make decisions based on scientific and technological information and allocate resources effectively is an important guarantee to promote the construction of "Double First-rate" in China. Based on Pearson correlation and least squares linear fitting, this paper compares, analyzes and predicts the competitiveness of scientific research of ESI universities in Shandong province. The results show that A University has an absolute advantage in quantity, quality and total citations; also, A University, F University and B University have better performance in citation impact than the rest; and Web of Science documents quantity and H-index have a strong correlation with total citations; C University, E University and D University would possibly outperform B University in annual publications in WoS in 2020. The results of this study will help the universities in Shandong to grasp the orientation and trend of the research competitiveness, and further optimize the policy guidance and scientific research management, thus effectively promote the development of universities.
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